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T

his is my personal account of
what I have seen Dr Cherry
Vu achieve in Vietnam with
the ideas we have gathered from the
BAI and the worldwide business
agility community. I hope others
can learn from this to achieve real
effects quickly.
Vietnam is a nation in
a state of rapid change and
growth. GDP has doubled since
2010 to over US$270 billion.
Prosperity and wellbeing are up
on almost all measures. However, the culture is still deeply conservative and authoritarian, with
social change lagging behind
economic progress. Shut off behind a language barrier deeper
than most Asian countries, the
ideas that we share in the BAI
community are unfamiliar in
Vietnam. There is a small Agile
community in software development, but it struggles against
the conventional thinking, and
Agile hasn’t yet escaped to the
wider enterprise. The illustrated edition of Laloux’s book,
Reinventing Organizations, was
translated into Vietnamese, but
very few other works have been.

In 2018, Dr Cherry Vu (T.S. Vũ Anh Đào)
started travelling from New Zealand to Vietnam, to teach, coach, and consult on the ideas of
business agility. I have the opportunity to observe
Dr Vu at work every day as Dr Vu is not only
my business partner, but also my wife. We call
ourselves Teal Unicorn: it is just us, with associates helping us out from time to time. I won’t
pretend to be objective about her, but the facts
I share here are real. The results our clients get
are so good that we have difficulty overcoming
the justifiable skepticism of anything written by a
consultancy about themselves. We are not selling
– we have no need of more work. We want you to
know that business agility really works.
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The test of our methods, practices
and mindsets is in the reaction of our
clients, who continue to expand their
engagement with Cherry, forming a
tribe around her and helping each other.
Some of them even become our personal friends. A US$2.5 billion corporation
is currently growing their engagement
with us, drawing in even the Board
and the CEO. The immediate financial
results convince them. At the same time,
we continue to help a yoga studio, a
coffee shop, and a school. Dr Vu works
with clients ranging from the largest
banks, manufacturers, and logistics companies to small retailers and SMEs, from
businesses with five employees to those
with 25,000. Dr Vu combines common
sense advice with extensive business
experience and knowledge of modern
ways of thinking, working, and managing that boost business performance,
staff morale, and organisational values.
The world commonly calls these ways of
thinking “agile”.

•

Fashion sales: highest revenue
month (October 2020) is 4.49
times higher than the previous
highest revenue month (March
2020), while in the middle of
COVID.

•

A lingerie manufacturer revamped their workflow and
increased productivity by 150%,
while successfully clearing
their backlogged inventory in
two weeks. In April 2020, they
sold 14,000 units as compared
to their usual 7,000 units per
month

•

In 2021, four staff are selling as
much real estate as 45 used to in
2019.

Those Cherry has worked with
report the following results attributed to
these better ways:
•
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A clothing manufacturer overcame constraints to increase
clothing production by 90% in
2020 as compared to 2019 with
the same number of employees,
and throughout the COVID-19
pandemic. Revenue grew by
115% year over year. Profits went
up 320%.

•

Cost and time of approvals processes reduced by 80% or more
in a large manufacturer.

•

A bank branch increased their
sales performance by 158% over
a period of ten weeks in 2021.
They achieved their annual
quota in those ten weeks and
were named the top performing bank branch for their bank,
nationwide.

•

Equipment sales increased by
five times over five months in
2020. Making a profit, at last.

More important to us are the personal impacts we have in people’s lives.
We helped Hang simplify her real estate
agency, improve it, and make more
money, all while delivering her first
baby. We helped Su turn a struggling
lingerie business into a booming one,
proving her doubters wrong. We helped
Cam Lai have happier staff, be the person she wanted to be, and thrive amidst
the pandemic. We helped Huyen blow
some of the cobwebs out of a giant manufacturer she was born into, so she could
retire happier. We helped Tuan Anh get
his sales and distribution staff engaged
and motivated, to save his company. You
can read these case studies at tealunicorn.com/clients.
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At the core of these success stories
are key changes in mindset and values
that many coaches will recognise as universally applicable. Some of the changes
that Dr Vu coaches her clients toward
include:

•

You can’t make people do good
work. You can only invite, motivate, and inspire, then get out of
the way.

•

Respect, empower, and trust
your staff.

Team goals, not individual.
Work as a team, assess as a team,
and reward as a team.

•

Be better people.

•

Make work better.

•

Collaborative rituals within and
across teams, e.g. OpenSpace.

•

Embrace failure.

•

Change how managers manage.
Invert the hierarchy through
servant management and invitational management.

•

Fix the system, not the individual.

•

Ask questions, don’t tell.

•

Don’t try too much. Go step by
step. Experiment locally.

•

There is no standard template.

•

You don’t need to believe or
trust me. Try it.

•

•

Skills, not roles, allows for fluidity of work. Let people self-assess
as Shu-Ha-Ri, with peer review.

•

Self-organising and self-assembling teams leads to fluidity of
structure.

•

Cross-functional teams. Try
Team Tetris: start with who you
have and stop trying to mold
people into standard shapes.

•

Empower workers and get out
of the way. Let the people doing
the work design the work.

•

Adoption of these shifts in mindset
requires shifts in practice. Again, these
changes apply universally, and not only
to the Vietnamese business landscape.
How we get these ideas adopted is equally secret, at tealunicorn.com/how-wemake-a-difference. Again, I’ll confidentially share a summary here:

Open the books and be transparent about finances. Let staff
work out how to apportion pay:
first the bonuses, and the salary
later.

•

Pay people to leave. Work harder at recruiting the right people.

•

Be better people; embrace
integrity, ethics, respect, transparency, humanocracy, values
over value, and stakeholder
capitalism.

We jokingly call these shifts in
mindset, values and outlook the Teal
Unicorn “secret formula”, because it is so
secret that—like all good secrets—it is on
the internet, at tealunicorn.com/our-secret-formula. If you promise not to tell
anyone, I will share it here:
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•

Visualise work.

•

Communicate.

•

Create some headroom.

•

Explore the delivery value
stream(s) together.

•

Visualise flow of work.

•

Wait for the pennies to drop:
management is part of the problem.

•

Broker a common set of values
and principles to work by.

•

Introduce the ideas of new ways
of working, and new ways of
managing.

•

Focus on creating more headroom.

•

Start experimenting.
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UNDERSTANDING WHY IT WORKS

•

Start experimenting.

•

Create an improvement “machine”.

•

Create bubbles of new ways.

•

Find triads of mutually supporting peers.

•

Create - or wait for - an executive mandate.

•

Start an invitational (pull, don’t
push) movement for wider
adoption.

For many of you reading this, there
is nothing new there. But for just as
many of you, I’ll wager you struggle to
get it to happen.

I have examined and rejected several hypotheses as to why Dr Vu is so effective.
The first hypothesis is that Vietnam is
somehow culturally different. Of course,
all cultures have their differences.
Vietnam has a few obvious ones: Communism, Confucianism, and corruption
for a start. But once you live amongst
multiple cultures, you realise that people
are people. There are all kinds everywhere. The cultural differences between
Vietnam and New Zealand feel no more
extreme than the differences between
New Zealand and the USA.
Teal Unicorn’s tribe of Vietnamese
clients are not typical either. They are
very much culturally aligned with Teal
Unicorn. They are a self-selecting group:
Teal Unicorn doesn’t do any marketing
or sales - our clients approach us. Our
schedules are full: we are not looking for
work.

We have a game we designed which involves writing a large message on the wall with
sticky notes. On Cherry’s last trip to Vietnam before lockdown, I was unable to go because
I was fighting cancer (I’m fine now). When the students heard why I wasn’t there, this was
the message they chose.
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In a country of 100 million people, there are plenty of organisations
for whom these ideas resonate, even
if they form a small minority of the
whole country. The same would be
true anywhere else in the world: the
key is not the national culture but the
culture of those organisations that
choose to work with you, and that
you choose to work with. Dr Vu has
declined to work with several clients
because they were not ready for these
ideas.
A corollary of this is the hypothesis that it only works with people who
are already open to these ideas. But
that is not the case either. Individuals
seek out assistance for many reasons:
they come to our training, or start
interacting with us within their organisation, or hear about us. Their motives
can be curiosity or greed as often as
passion for the new ideas. Even people for whom the ideas of agility don’t
resonate can see the financial benefits
of changing how they manage and how
they work. Behaviour becomes belief,
and Dr Vu hopes that, over time, her
clients will change their nature too.
Could Dr Vu’s success rely on her
only working with the biggest boss
in the organisation, preferably the
owner? While it is true that Dr Vu often
has that level of access which helps
immensely, Teal Unicorn also works
with large organisations where access
is more restricted. That said, access
opens up pretty quickly once you start
demonstrating results. So this hypothesis is at least partly true.
Another hypothesis is that it only
works with women. It is true that
three-quarters of Teal Unicorn’s key
sponsors and relationship owners
within our client list are women. There
may indeed be a cultural factor at work
here, in that Vietnam is often a sexist
country; many men in Vietnam don’t
like being given advice by a woman.
There is also the fact that modern ways
of thinking and managing are more
stereotypically feminine, as Dana Ardi
wrote in her book The Fall of the Alphas.

Dr Vu rejects this idea: she finds that
many men are open to these ideas, and
some of her best clients are men. We
should not use gender stereotypes to
classify or target people. Men who are
prepared to think in these new ways
are the men of our future, who we
should embrace without getting hung
up on gender. I’m as proud to exhibit
stereotypically feminine traits as I am
to be a woke snowflake. I try hard to be
a gender role model in Vietnam. I have
happy memories of the funny misunderstandings that resulted until people
realised that Cherry is in charge in
Vietnam. I just carry the bags and make
the games work.
Yet another hypothesis is that
Vietnam does business so badly that Dr
Vu’s clients were starting from a very
low level; in other words, she had the
luxury of picking low-hanging fruit. It
is easy to think this way when you see
some of the things that Teal Unicorn
has helped correct. Yet in comparisons
with our experience of the levels of
practice in other countries, Vietnam
doesn’t come out looking so bad compared to so-called developed nations.
Awful management and work practices
are clearly global. In fact, visitors to
Vietnam often notice how modern,
orderly, and smoothly functioning it
all is, which, considering the amount
of money siphoned off by corruption,
and that the country was shattered and
starving in the 1980s, means they must
be doing everything else right.
A trickier hypothesis is that Cherry
is special. This is harder to reject. She has
a diverse business background. She has
moved in powerful circles and is highly
respected, earning her the trust of some
of the most influential people in Vietnam. She is a strong personality with
high integrity. It certainly makes a great
deal of difference in persuading people.
Our corporate clients have had the usual suspects in: Deloittes, McKinsey et al.
They all report that it achieved little and
cost a lot. I’m sure those firms employ
very high calibre people but it doesn’t
seem to work. So it is just possible that
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Cherry is the secret ingredient. Much as
I love her, I hope not. I have had success with these ideas in New Zealand,
albeit at lower levels in organisations,
primarily within IT. I’ve seen other
consultants make great organisational
change around the world, and one reads
about them in books and online, not
least through the BAI. Let’s assume that
it’s not unique to Dr Vu, even if I can’t
entirely rule it out.
At a macro level, more generally,
there are with two connected hypotheses
as to why these better ways work so well.
First: you can’t change how you
work until you change how you manage.
To unlock organisations’ paths to better
ways of working, the key is better ways
of managing. By focusing on changing
the ways of management in an organisation, we succeed in rapidly unlocking the
potential of the workers to achieve far
more than they would otherwise be able.
Think of all the “transformations”,
the attempts to introduce new ways of
working, that you have seen fail. I believe almost all those I have seen fail did
so because management didn’t change
how they manage the work.
The second hypothesis: globally,
management thinking has been ruined
by a culture which has emerged progressively (or rather, regressively) throughout the course of the 20th Century. It
has its roots in Taylorism and scientific
management. It became captured by
bureaucracy as the human world grew
massively in scale, and corporations
became the dominant structure. Finally, management has become corrupted
by Friedmanism and the global rise of
unfettered capitalism, of right-wing
greed, in the last few decades of the 20th
Century.

•

rising numbers of knowledge
workers (for whom it simply
doesn’t work, you can’t make
them do anything).

•

the increasing volatility of the
world after seventy years of
relative stability.

•

the insane acceleration in the
rate of change of biological,
materials, and digital technologies.

•

a resurgence of progressive
social values and expectations.

Managers are as much trapped in
the system of work as the workers are.
Psychopathy becomes selected for in
conventional management systems,
so that it is over-represented relative
to the general population, but psychopaths are still a minority of managers.
Most managers are good people who
are delighted and relieved when they
are allowed to behave in better ways
when managing people. One of the
biggest changes in how they manage
is to be nice. Change the management
culture from power to invitation; from
dominion to inclusion; from force to
respect; from suspicion to trust; from
anger to affection; from commanders
to gardeners.

The result of this is dehumanised
command-and-control management,
which diminishes people and disempowers them. In its worst extremes, we
say that organisations burn people for
fuel. The social contract between employer and employee is widely broken
- neither trusts the other. While conventional management used to deliver
results, the whole structure in crumbling
in the face of:
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Dr Vu gets little resistance to cultural
change from managers once they understand what it really means. She does, of
course, get the initial resistance of middle management simply because their
primary function is to suppress risk and
resist change. Occasionally the immune
system of the organisation defeats change
entirely: we have two clients where our
engagement ended despite the results.
But breaking through is possible when
managers see that executives are walking the walk; when they see the results
in both the performance and morale of
the people they are responsible for; and,
most of all, when they see how we are
reducing organisational risk, not increasing it.
Dr Vu doesn’t approach organizations with a message of eliminating
managers. She has a great deal of respect
and appreciation for the essential role of
management in an organisation. Dr Vu’s
message is that what got you here won’t
get you there: that you need to manage differently, not throw the managers
overboard. Teal Unicorn presents less of a
threat to managers. (That’s not to say that
some organisations don’t end up with
fewer managers, but that is not the goal.
You make better use of managers, managing the right things in the right ways.)

We would never have come up with
it on our own. We don’t so much stand
on the shoulders of giants as cling to
their coattails. We have enduring gratitude for all the great thinkers have given
us the gift of better ways. Beneath the
better ways of managing and working
are better ways of thinking, as humanity
continues its multi-millennium cultural
advance. Discussing the reunification of
truth, beauty, and goodness, would be
another article entirely. Suffice to say that
these ideas go deeper than management
practice.
One final possibility is that Teal Unicorn’s unconventional style of consulting is the critical factor that accelerates
change in behaviour. Again, I reiterate
this isn’t a sales pitch: we have plenty of
work. It is important to understand how
business agility thinking should reflect
on consulting as much as on the clients.
I hope it is clear from the tone of this
article that we go out of our way not to be
part of conventional corporate consulting culture. If we are to evangelise better
ways of thinking and working, we need to
live them and model them ourselves.

Both of these hypotheses - managers
are the lock and management behaviour
is the key - are supported by some of
the leading thinkers in work and management. Dr Vu draws inspiration and
enlightenment from books such as:
•

W. Edwards Deming’s Out of the
Crisis.

•

Peter Drucker’s Management (and
others).

•

Frederic Laloux’s Reinventing
Organizations.

•

Stan McChrystal’s Team of Teams.

•

Steve Denning’s The Age of Agile.

•

Aaron Dignan’s Brave New Work.

•

Gary Hamel’s and Michele Zanini’s Humanocracy.

•

Jonathan Smart’s Sooner Safer
Happier.
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•

Our work is invitational: if
people don’t want the new ways,
we don’t push the issue. We go
somewhere where they do. The
people who come are the right
people. Change must be pulled,
not pushed.

•

We don’t know the answers. Nobody does, no matter how much
you pay them. We bring principles, patterns, and methods
that clients can use to find their
own unique answer within their
organisation.

•

We talk as much about integrity
and morality as we do about flow
and experiment. Better work
requires better people.

•

Work is political and sociological. You cannot separate them
anymore. To be whole at work,
we must feel our values align
with the values of our employer,
and we should feel safe to say
when they don’t.

•

We teach empowerment of others, and personal agency. We undermine the assumed authority
of seniority and title. We call out
bosses and encourage assertion
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in staff (diplomatically, of
course). The new prosperity means people are ready
for better lives, especially the
young. We are both in a second
marriage, which is shocking in
Vietnam.
•

We are a couple: we support each
other emotionally and physically
in the classroom. We bring our
whole selves. Emotions are real
and present, not repressed. We
are genuine in caring. People
cry. We take our pastoral duties
seriously with our tribe of customers.

Obviously, we think there is some
truth in this hypothesis. We believe in
the better ways of working which we
are imparting to clients, so naturally we
believe embracing these principles at
work makes us more effective: humanity,
whole self, inclusion, invitation, empowerment, equity, passion. We leave it to
the reader to judge.
The motto at Teal Unicorn is “Make
work better: better results, better lives,
better society”. Dr Vu is achieving that in
spades in Vietnam. By applying some of
her lessons, you may also be able to enjoy
the benefits of effective change.

Rob England

This picture was taken by our photographer during a course, while a student
was presenting something emotionally
powerful.

Dr Cherry Vu

together are Teal Unicorn, a team devoted to
making work better: better results, better lives,
better society. They have combined experience
of thirty years consulting, from very different backgrounds. Rob has been in IT for 35
years living in three countries, experienced in
development, operations, service management,
governance, and DevOps.
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